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2010
€ million

2011
€ million

2012
€ million

2013
€ million

2014
€ million

Change 2014 to 2013
€ million

Revenues

39.1

39.9

44.4

46.3

47.2

+0.9

Gross profit

29.5

30.4

31.8

34.8

37.1

+2.3

Personnel expenses

18.8

19.6

21.4

22.8

23.9

+1.1

EBIT

2.7

2.9

3.4

3.9

4.3

+0.4

EBT

2.5

2.8

3.1

3.6

4.1

+0.5

Consolidated net profit

2.4

2.4

3.6

3.8

4.4

+0.6

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

58 %

61 %

60 %

55 %

56 %

8.6 %

9.1 %

9.6 %

10.3 %

11.1 %

285

295

301

322

332

103

103

106

108

112

Key figures
Equity ratio
(Equity/total assets)

EBT margin
(EBT/gross profit)

Full-time equivalents
as annual average

Gross profit per FTE
(in € thousand)
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The complete annual financial statements
and management report of IVU Traffic
Technologies AG for the financial year
2014 were audited by Ernst & Young GmbH
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, Berlin, and
provided with an unqualified audit opinion.

Letter to the shareholders

Dear Shareholders,
Dear Friends of IVU,
IVU can look back on yet another impressive performance during the financial year 2014. Revenues grew
by 2 % to € 47.2 million, while gross profit increased
as much as 7 % to € 37.1 million. This marks a continuation of the solid growth of previous years. Profit also
continues to develop positively. With an increase of 13 %
compared to the previous year, the operating result
(EBIT) is now at € 4.3 million. The pre-tax profit (EBT)
amounted to € 4.1 million, representing an increase
of 15 %. The positive financial position as well as
above-average equity ratio of 56 % compared with the
market underline the strong position of IVU.
Over the past few years, IVU has steadily increased its
international reach. A key factor behind the company’s
continued success in this context is the high degree
of standardisation across our systems. This reduces
the number of individual adaptations and allows for
short project durations. With IVU.xpress, we have now
developed a process that further accelerates project
implementation. For many customers, this is a decisive
argument when it comes to placing orders – in Europe
and further afield.

A particular strength of IVU is its ability to identify trends. This has enabled us to start developing
products for the e-ticketing market of the future at
precisely the right time. These products have since
gained global recognition. During the past year,
transport companies in Israel and Colombia as well
as long-standing customers in our domestic market
in Germany have opted for our ticketing systems.
We aim to actively exploit the development opportunities that this market segment offers IVU. With this in
mind, we have agreed a worldwide sales partnership
with Scheidt & Bachmann, the leading manufacturer
of fare management systems. As a result, we can now
offer our customers complete solutions from a single
source. Furthermore, the collaboration opens up additional sales channels in new markets for IVU. Looking
to the future, we therefore anticipate further internationalisation and continued growth – the foundations
have been laid.

We are confident that IVU will continue to earn your
loyalty in 2015,
Yours sincerely

The Executive Board
Berlin, March 2015
Dr Helmut Bergstein

Martin Müller-Elschner
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Management report
Introduction

IVU and the market
Mobility has undergone a significant transition over
the past few years. Above all in urban centres, young
people today are frequently doing without a car and
making flexible use of the various transport offerings
depending on demand. Local public transport must
keep pace with this trend to avoid falling behind the
competition in the form of car sharing and new services such as Uber. Many transport companies are
reacting to the trend towards greater flexibility and are
catering to the usage behaviour of their customers.
Apps deliver up-to-date information about connections and operating conditions directly to passengers’
smartphones, thereby simplifying journey planning.
Special e-ticketing offers also allow for spontaneous
use of transportation in line with users’ wishes. With
its systems, IVU offers solutions for the market that
are increasingly in demand with companies worldwide.
People’s usage behaviour in rural areas has also
changed. Here too, the importance of public transport offerings is steadily increasing. In Germany,
private railway companies have recently introduced
new regional rail offerings in many locations, which
are attracting large numbers of passengers. IVU is
successfully serving this growing market with its
integrated system IVU.rail. It is specially tailored to the
requirements of rail transport and helps railway companies to deploy vehicles and personnel efficiently.
The liberalisation of the intercity coach market in 2013
triggered major changes in long-distance travel in Germany. Many people have switched from other modes of
transport to cost-effective buses, resulting in a sharp
increase in passenger numbers. This coincides with
intense competition between providers. Demand for
systems that enable efficient planning and operational
control is correspondingly high. IVU is successfully
represented with its systems in this dynamic market.
For instance, Postbus, the intercity coach subsidiary
of Deutsche Post, relies entirely on IVU products.
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Internationalisation
International markets are extremely important for
IVU. For this reason, the international sales team was
further strengthened in 2014. The sales partnership
with Scheidt & Bachmann, a leading provider of ticket
sales and ticket inspection systems and equipment,
was another important step. This company, which is
based in Mönchengladbach, has a particularly strong
presence in the North American market. As part of the
cooperation, IVU and Scheidt & Bachmann will participate in tenders and implement projects jointly.
In addition, Latin America and South East Asia remain
key sales regions. For example, IVU is helping the
major Colombian city of Ibagué to implement an
e-ticketing system and an operational control centre
for managing the city’s fleet of over 1,000 buses.
IVU is also further expanding its activities in Vietnam.

Rest of the World
4,611

Total revenue
47,236

Rest of Europe
16,940

Revenues for the 2014 financial year in € thousand

Germany
25,685

After securing Vietnam Railways as a customer in 2012,
IVU entered into a cooperation agreement last year
with the University of Transport and Communications
(UTC). The aim is to establish a training centre to
provide initial and ongoing training for managers and
transport companies in order to prepare them for the
challenges presented by growing levels of mobility in
the country.

E-ticketing

To keep pace with the increasingly international reach
of its business, IVU opened additional locations last
year. The company now has a subsidiary in Tel Aviv to
support project business in Israel. IVU is now also represented in North America with its offices in Chicago
and Montreal.

The demand for modern ticketing systems is growing
worldwide. Many transport companies wish to offer
flexible fares that cater to the usage habits of their
customers. IVU is profiting from this trend. In Israel, it
is equipping 300 vehicles operated by the private bus
company Superbus Ltd. with various solutions, including e-ticketing systems that comply with the international Calypso standard. In Germany, evm Verkehrs
GmbH in Koblenz recently opted for the IVU system
to replace its existing chip card solution. Stadtwerke
Münster used IVU solutions to introduce a fare model
that is unique in Germany, in which prices are linked to
journey times.

Standardisation

Logistics

The introduction of complex IT systems in transport
companies frequently involves major expenditure.
Based on experience gained from projects with over
500 customers, IVU has developed a process for
implementing the IVU standard systems with customers quickly and easily. A clearly structured approach
coupled with the ability to predict the progression of
projects reduces costs and ensures that new systems
can be promptly commissioned. Consequently, IVU
successfully implemented the infrastructure for all
fleet management requirements of BKK (Budapesti
Közlekedési Központ / Centre for Budapest Transport)
in just two years. The project was launched in 2012
and BKK officially opened its new operational control
centre last year.

The Internet and the shift in consumer behaviour are
presenting logistics providers with new challenges.
Many customers want to receive goods that they order
online as quickly as possible. Online supermarkets
require prompt deliveries if they are to offer perishable
goods. This trend is being picked up by the DHL courier
service. Customers can receive their deliveries within
a time window of their choosing, even on the same day
if required. This service is provided using IVU.locate.
We anticipate further growth in the market for these
systems.
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Highlights 2014
Germany
Efficiency counts
Munich. Multi-client integration system
for real-time data and operations

Mainz. Live information for
MVG customers

Operating on over 200 routes with some 3,600 stops
and a total length of 4,300 kilometres, more than 40
independent transport companies with nearly 600
vehicles provide local public transport throughout the
greater Munich region. In order to present passengers
in the region with real-time data from December 2015
onwards, MVV GmbH (Münchner Verkehrs- und Tarif
verbund) placed an order with IVU as part of its ISE
(Integration System for Real-time Data) project following a European call for tenders. MVV GmbH attached
particular importance to the multi-client capability of
the non-discriminatory solution.

As of July 2014, customers of Mainzer Verkehrsgesell
schaft (MVG) can use the ‘MVG Mainz’ app to plan their
journeys by bus and tram while on the move. This is
based on the IVU.realtime.app, which is already in use
at transport companies in several European countries.

IVU is supplying its products IVU.fleet and IVU.fare as
the main components for integrated real-time data
recording and electronic fare management. During the
course of the project, a number of transport companies also decided to equip their vehicles with on-board
computers and the ticket printer IVU.ticket.box. All
devices are prepared for e-ticketing and are therefore
future-proof.
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In contrast to a static timetable, the IVU.realtime.app
shows users live bus departure times anywhere at any
time. After receiving a query, the app responds within
seconds to deliver real-time data directly from the
operational control centre to the smartphone. To
make this service possible, the background system
IVU.realtime continually monitors the position of each
vehicle. Delays or other interruptions to operations are
also registered. Based on this data, the system calculates the expected departure times from a stop and all
the subsequent stops along that route to the nearest
minute. Consequently, passengers always know when
the bus is leaving – whether they are waiting at the
stop, are about to leave home, or are actually on the
bus.

Koblenz. Switching to modern ITCS and
e-ticketing

Münster. Flexible fare management
thanks to e-ticketing

For the users of the public transport services in and
around Koblenz, 4 December 2014 was a special day –
evm Verkehrs GmbH launched its new e-ticketing
system, replacing the old chip cards. IVU ensured that
everything got off to a smooth start. IVU cooperated
closely with evm to implement a completely new ITCS
(Intermodal Transport Control System) within only a
few months for operational control and passenger
information services together with the entire software
and hardware for the electronic fare management.

The trend of using multi-modal or inter-modal trips,
i. e., combining different modes of transport, can
be observed in many large cities. Passengers have
become more flexible and are combining public transport services with car-sharing offers or riding a bike.
Stadtwerke Münster (SWMS) is catering to these shifting usage patterns with intelligent and flexible fares.

More than 80 buses at evm Verkehrs GmbH and
Kraftwagen-Verkehr Koblenz were equipped with
IVU.ticket.box on-board computers and the IVU.validator
customer terminal. In addition to receiving a ticket
from the driver, customers can also select their
destination themselves at one of the terminals and
immediately make a cashless payment for their ticket.
Passengers also benefit from the improved service
quality made possible by the ITCS. The IVU.fleet control
software continually receives position information from
all vehicles. This means that the dispatchers are aware
of the current operational situation at all times and
can intervene accordingly if required.

To make this a reality, SWMS has relied on IVU’s 
comprehensive e-ticketing solution and implemented
a fare structure that is unique in Germany. Thanks to
the best-price calculation system, occasional riders
pay only the most cost-effective fare in accordance
with their usage behaviour. The IVU.fare background
system maps out the necessary fare rules in detail.
IVU.ticket guarantees that usage data and personal
data are stored separately on the chip card in an
encrypted format. This prevents misuse in the event
of the loss or theft of the card.
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Highlights 2014
International
Integrated systems are in demand
Belgium. Fleet management and
real-time information for ‘Kusttram’

Hungary. Express modernisation of
operational control

Flemish transport operator De Lijn is known for its
68-kilometre Coast Tram line, the longest tram line
in the world. De Lijn operates a total of around 3,600
buses and 360 trams in the Flemish provinces of
Antwerp, East Flanders, Flemish Brabant, Limburg,
and West Flanders. In 2013, the company’s services
attracted some 540 million passengers in city and
regional transport.

In an official ceremony in October 2014, Budapest’s
public transport authority BKK (Budapesti Közlekedési
Központ) inaugurated the city’s new ITCS system along
with an all-new, modern operational control centre.
The new operational control centre with its 32 employees was set up as part of the ambitious FUTÁR project,
which aimed to thoroughly modernise public transport
in Budapest and was implemented in just two years
with the support of IVU.

Over a period of a year, IVU is now implementing a
completely new fleet management system that will
be integrated into the existing planning software and
into the on-board systems. IVU.fleet will manage
all communications, all vehicle locations, and any
disruptions as they arise. In addition, IVU.realtime will
provide the real-time data for connected passenger
information systems. This will keep De Lijn’s customers
better informed of departures and travel times across
all information channels.
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This was made possible by IVU.xpress. The IT process
contains predefined project steps, which allow the
standard IVU software to be installed rapidly in heterogeneous IT environments. The modules in IVU.suite
are used to manage some 2,200 buses, trams and
trolley buses operating on 220 routes in the Hungarian capital. All the vehicles, including the ferries on
the River Danube that form part of the city’s public
transport service, have been equipped with an IVU.box
on-board computer that continuously transmits data
to the IVU.fleet operational control system. In addition, IVU.realtime transmits live departure times to
the nearest minute for all vehicles and ships to some
300 new passenger information displays throughout
Budapest.

Israel. A complete solution in Hebrew

Colombia. E-ticketing offers greater
security

The private Israeli bus company Superbus Ltd. operates around 300 buses for its new Ha’Amakim concession at the Sea of Galilee. The IVU.suite provides IT
support for all associated tasks, from timetable planning, dispatching and fleet management to ticketing,
passenger information and payroll accounting.

A total of seven transport companies with more than
1,000 buses operate urban transport services for the
500,000 inhabitants of the Colombian city of Ibagué.
To boost the profitability of its bus operations, Ibagué
has now deployed the IVU e-ticketing system including
planning and fleet management functions.

The IVU.suite runs on a server hosted in Israel which
staff at the operational control centre can access via a
web client. Furthermore, all of the software is available in Hebrew, which ensures that employees who do
not speak English can also use the system without 
difficulty. Besides IVU.suite, the twelve-year contract
also includes delivery of IVU.ticket.box on-board
computers for ticket sales by the driver. The devices
are specially adapted to meet the requirements of
the Israeli market and are fully compatible with the
Calypso e-ticketing standard in use there. As a result,
the IVU system now supports all leading international
standards for electronic ticketing.

The city wants to use cashless e-ticketing to increase
the security of its fare income. To achieve this, the IVU.
validator and a turnstile are fitted at the entry doors
of all buses. The vehicles no longer have tills or cash.
Instead, tickets are available exclusively at dedicated
ticket locations. The IVU.ticket.box is used as a sales
terminal and features an electronic receipt limit to
ensure that cash balances at each ticket location are
not too high. The IVU.fare background system manages
the cards, equipment, ticket locations, salespersons,
salesperson accounts and limits. In addition, IVU.fleet
acts as a central control system to ensure optimum
vehicle rotation, thus enabling the fleet size to be
reduced and further improving the profitability of bus
operations.
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Highlights 2014
Logistics
Popular solutions
Logistics. Reliable delivery
Life in big cities calls for efficient organisation. Millions
of people must be supplied with everyday products:
food and consumer items as well as electricity, water
and gas. The city is interspersed with hidden supply
and distribution networks, which guarantee that all of
these products reach the inhabitants. These networks
rely on extensive logistical processes. Routes for package deliveries must be planned, political elections and
votes must be prepared, and pipes checked. All of this
is made possible by the IVU logistics solutions.

IVU.locate. Same-day delivery
With the DHL courier service, DHL offers package
deliveries within a predefined time window of choice,
and even on the same day. To achieve the flexibility
required for this, the company relies on IVU.locate.
The system automatically imports the relevant data for
the delivery and feeds it into the route calculation. It
then creates a complete list of all relevant deliveries
for a particular day along with the respective scheduled time windows. All processes, from the receipt
of customer orders to the final planned route, are
therefore fully automated. With the help of IVU.locate,
DHL successfully introduced a completely new and
innovative service. In this context, IVU.locate is used as
a standard solution that merely requires adaptation to
the relevant preparatory processes for application at
hand.

IVU.elect. Seamless European elections
During the European Parliament elections in May 2014,
IVU.elect once again provided electoral authorities in
Germany and the Netherlands with critical support
across all stages of the election process. During the
preparations, the system streamlined the administration of candidates and parties, helped create lists
and voting documents and simplified the registration
of those entitled to vote. Election workers and polling stations could also be easily organised using the
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software. IVU.elect also enabled preliminary forecasts
on election night as to which deputies would represent
Germany in the European Parliament in the future.

IVU.workforce. Efficient planning
With around 800,000 customers and a pipe network
more than 13,600 kilometres long that extends from
Berlin across large areas of the state of Brandenburg
as far as the states of Saxony and Saxony-Anhalt, Network Berlin-Brandenburg (NBB) is one of Germany’s
largest local distribution network operators. As such,
it is legally obliged to carry out regular inspections
of pipes, house connections, and fittings to ensure
that they are functioning properly. The maintenance
contracts to perform these checks are issued to a
number of service providers. NBB uses IVU.workforce
as a central system for dispatching orders and planning personnel deployment. It automatically generates rosters that take into account the qualifications
and availability of employees. The mobile client
IVU.workforce.mobile supports rapid on-site data
recording and order processing.

Highlights 2014
Events
Dialogue with the industry
User forum. The public transport sector
in Berlin
The 26 th IVU user forum set a new record for the
number of participants. Around 450 representatives
of public transport companies from 12 countries
accepted the invitation to come to Berlin. The talks
given at this forum addressed topics such as e-ticketing, innovations in timetable planning, vehicle working
and duty scheduling, as well as real-time apps and
Google services. In the accompanying exhibition, IVU
engineers demonstrated the technical innovations and
IT systems that support these types of services. All of
the systems could be tested and questions could be
discussed in depth.

IT for Rail. International summit
In September 2014, more than 20 executives from
leading European railway companies attended the
first ‘IT for Rail’ conference in Zurich at the invitation
of IVU and SBB Cargo. Together with scientists and
IVU experts, they discussed the benefits and opportunities that IT systems could offer railway companies.
The focus of the two-day conference was on the topic
of ‘optimisation’. Drawing on internal evaluations,
company representatives gave presentations which
demonstrated how integrated software solutions could

be used to optimise processes for the deployment
of personnel and rail vehicles – cutting costs and
increasing efficiency. The exclusive group of senior
executives from all over Europe openly discussed the
strategies adopted by their companies for the deployment of IT systems. Outside the conference room,
there were also active exchanges between the participants, who made good use of the event to establish contacts and to discuss business topics in small
groups.

InnoTrans. Leading transportation
trade fair
Celebrating its 10 th anniversary, the InnoTrans trade
fair staged last September broke all records. More
than 2,700 exhibitors and almost 140,000 trade visitors from over 100 countries served as yet another
reminder of the importance of the trade fair held
under the Berlin radio tower for the international
transport sector. The 10 th InnoTrans event was also
the most successful trade fair for IVU since it was first
staged in 1996. At the IVU stand, interested parties
from transport companies worldwide informed themselves about IT solutions for bus and rail transport.
In addition to representatives from companies in
Germany, IVU employees welcomed visitors from
regions as diverse as Vietnam, Finland, and Turkey.
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More than 500 customers
In over 30 countries
With 12 locations
BELGIUM
At 68 kilometres in length, the
Coast Tram is the longest tram
line in the world. The operating
company De Lijn uses solutions
from IVU to meet its fleet management and passenger information needs.

COLOMBIA
More than 1,000 buses operate
in the Colombian city of Ibagué
with its 500,000 inhabitants.
To boost the profitability of its
bus operations, the city uses
systems by IVU.
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GERMANY
Customers of Mainzer
Verkehrsgesellschaft (MVG)
can plan their journeys by bus 
and tram while on the move
thanks to the IVU.realtime.app.
It delivers departure times to
the nearest minute directly on
their smartphones.
HUNGARY
After a project duration of just
two years, Budapest opened
its new control centre for 2,200
vehicles in October 2014. It
was made possible by the IT
process IVU.express.

ISRAEL
Private Israeli bus company
Superbus Ltd. uses the complete IVU.suite, including
e-ticketing under the Calypso
standard, to operate its fleet
of around 300 buses at the Sea
of Galilee.

IVU locations
IVU references
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Research and development

In the dynamic market for specialised IT systems,
contactless smart cards. IVU.ticket, the software for
consistent research and development work makes an
ticket sales, as well as the central background system
important contribution to the success of the business.
IVU.fare have been adapted accordingly.
In order to continue offering innovative and highperformance solutions in the future, IVU
is investing continuously in product develPROJECT START
PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
opment. During the financial year 2014,
expenditure on research and development amounted to € 1,102 thousand. The
PROJECT CONTROLLING
IVU-specific combination of highly qualiAND MONITORING
Controlling
fied software engineers, mathematicians,
Status reports
and traffic experts ensures that IVU
Meetings
Steering group
systems are prepared at an early stage
for the future requirements of the market
and of customers. Close cooperation
with universities and research institutions
also results in numerous developments
PROJECT PLANNING
SYSTEM DESIGN AND
TRAINING AND SUPPORT
CONFIGURATION
that are incorporated directly into IVU
Define project scope
Basic configuration of the
Defined training strategy
standard modules
products. For example, the new optimiSpecify scope of performance
Train-the-trainer approach
Defining individual customer
Implementation support
sation of run schedules in IVU.rail draws
process
Analysis of required
on research findings by the Zuse Institute
configurations
Berlin.

E-ticketing
A growing number of cities worldwide are turning
to modern e-ticketing solutions for cashless ticket
sales. For instance, transport operators in Münster in
Germany and in the major Colombian city of Ibagué
and, most recently, the private Israeli bus company
Superbus Ltd. are using tried and tested solutions
from IVU. The ticketing modules in IVU.suite are continuously developed and adapted to keep pace with the
modern technology. In addition to the German VDV-KA
standard, the systems now also support the international e-ticketing standard Calypso. The IVU.ticket.box
on-board computer as well as the IVU.validator customer terminal can read as well as write on the
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IVU.xpress
Complex IT systems have now become indispensable
to the everyday operations of transport companies.
However, their implementation is often tedious and
can involve significant expenditure. For this reason,
IVU has developed a bespoke process called IVU.xpress
that allows IVU systems to be implemented quickly
and efficiently. IVU customers profit from the clearly
structured procedure and a predictable project progression. The process accelerates commissioning and
avoids delays in rolling out the software. The software
can be put into productive use from the outset and
already covers all application scenarios required

to ensure seamless operation. Detailed configuration
options provide flexibility and minimise development
expenditures.

PROJECT COMPLETION

can use the web client to stay informed about current
work times, absences and holidays – anytime and anywhere. The system announces changes in schedules
with a warning message. Furthermore, dispatchers
can send messages to individual employees
or groups of employees.

Optimisation of rail vehicle
workings
The standard IVU.suite and IVU.rail systems
have also undergone numerous enhanceQUALITY GATE
ments and detailed improvements. Since
Release 14, the optimisation of run schedules makes it possible to create detailed
models of maintenance facilities and their
capacities. It also has the capability to
DELIVERY AND
ROLLOUT
SUPPORT AND
ACCEPTANCE
FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
distinguish between maintenance areas for
Testing with customer data on
(Phased) rollout
Professional and technical
support
IVU sytems
different model series within a maintenance
Adaption based on
live operation
Project evaluation
facility. IVU.rail also takes train information
Testing on customer’s system
System maintenance
environment
into account and provides for comprehenRelease planning
sive planning of this information. Vehicles
and formations can easily be selected and
combined based on the required traction
outputs for freight transport or the necessary passenMobile employee information
ger capacities for passenger services. In addition, the
central application of the IVU.suite has been extenThe new IVU.crew.mobile web client significantly
sively revised for creating and processing timetables.
improves communication between personnel dispatchIVU’s engineers have completely redesigned the user
ers and drivers. Mobile data recording keeps dispatchinterface and integrated modern operating concepts
ers up to speed on the status of and requests from
while retaining tried and tested workflows. Among
personnel at all times. Employees can save informaother things, users can now use graphical and tabular
tion directly in the system – any time and regardless of
editing views simultaneously.
where they are currently located. This starts with the
ability to record work times on the web client, which
is already optimised for mobile terminals. Additional
functions, such as a holiday time account or a shift
exchange for employees, streamline the entire personnel dispatching process. On the other hand, employees
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Personnel

Personnel development

About Us

2014

2013

CHANGE

Number of employees
as of 31 December

409

397

+3%

Average
full-time equivalents

332

322

+3%

The labour market for IT specialists remains challenging. Nevertheless, IVU continues to attract young
highly qualified employees in sufficient numbers. The
low rate of staff turnover also speaks for the working atmosphere at the company. The past year saw
further increases in human resource capacity. As at
31 December 2014, IVU had a total workforce of 409
employees, including part-time employees and students (2013: 397). The number of full-time equivalents
(FTE) increased accordingly by 3 % to 332 (2013: 322).
International team
The internationalisation of IVU has an impact on personnel development and is contributing to the cultural
diversity within the company. The various locations
are increasingly hiring local workers who are familiar
with the respective market and the needs of customers. With their regional expertise, they are supporting
the project employees at the locations in Germany. In
addition, experienced project managers from Germany
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are increasingly being posted on a temporary basis to
individual offices abroad in order to support customers and projects there directly. Overall, an increasing
number of our employees are travelling abroad. IVU
is promoting the development of cross-cultural and
linguistic expertise through employee training and
language courses.
Cooperation with universities
IVU has maintained close ties with universities for
many years in order to familiarise students with issues
affecting public transport and to cultivate their interest in the field at an early stage. In August 2014, IVU
once again organised a week-long series of lectures
for young computer science students at RWTH Aachen
University, providing them with insight into the IT systems that keep the wheels of the public transport sector turning. Together with Sakarya University in Turkey,
the company also hosted the first ‘IVU-Sakarya University Summer School’, which provided Turkish students

with an opportunity to spend a week in Aachen gaining
hands-on experience using IVU systems. As a sponsor
of the EBuEf – Eisenbahn-Betriebs- und Experimentierfeld (railway operation and experimental initiative) at
the Technical University of Berlin, IVU is promoting the
development and teaching of railway expertise. Based
on an extensive model layout, the students learn the
basic principles of rail transport and railway operation.
IVU also supports the training and further education
of skilled staff. An agreement with the Vietnamese
University of Transport and Communications (UTC) to
set up a joint training centre for public transport has
been in place since December 2014. Coinciding with
the progressive modernisation of the country, there
is strong demand there for highly-trained managers.
With its technical expertise and experience gained
from hundreds of projects completed worldwide, IVU
can make an important contribution by preparing the
country’s transport companies for the challenges
associated with rising mobility.
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Earnings, finances, and assets

Growth continues
In the financial year 2014, IVU continued the upward
trend of the last few years. Revenues increased by
2 % to € 47.2 million (2013: € 46.3 million). The revenue forecast for 2014 of € 48.0 million was therefore
almost met.
As the cost of materials declined during the same
period, gross profit climbed by 7 % to € 37.1 million
(2013: € 34.8 million), exceeding the forecast for 2014
of € 36.0 million. As a result, the value added within
the company was increased further.

Breakdown of revenues
In 2014, 54 % of revenues was generated on the
German market and 46 % of revenues in the export
business. Revenues on the German market rose to
€ 25.7 million (2013: € 24.2 million), while international
revenues totalled € 21.5 million (2013: € 22.1 million).
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Revenues of € 41.8 million were generated on the
core market of public transport in 2014 (2013:
€ 40.4 million). The logistics sector contributed
revenues of € 5.4 million (2013: € 5.8 million).

Costs, depreciation, and amortisation
In 2014, personnel expenses increased by 5 % to
€ 23.9 million (2013: € 22.8 million). As anticipated,
this was approximately in line with human resources
capacity. In the competitive IT industry, IVU operates at
a generally high salary level for well-trained specialists. The high number of recently recruited graduates,
including those with PhDs, makes the appropriate
increase in costs all the more pleasing.
Due to good cost management, depreciation and
amortisation on non-current assets remained
at the level of the previous year of € 1.0 million
(2013: € 1.0 million).

In 2014, other operating expenses increased by 10 %
to € 7.9 million (2013: € 7.2 million). This was driven
primarily by increased travel costs and necessary
specific valuation allowances on customer receivables
of € 1,143 thousand.

In order to guarantee high productivity in the future,
IVU pays close attention to vigorous implementation of quality management in line with ISO 9001 and
quality-driven product development to secure system
quality for our customers.

EBIT up 13 %
Pleasingly, growth in 2014 is also reflected in the
operating result (EBIT). With an upturn of 13 % to
€ 4,347 thousand (2013: € 3,856 thousand), profitability
at IVU improved once again. The EBIT margin (EBIT/
revenues) moved up from 8.3 % to 9.2 %.
EBT surged by as much as 15 % to € 4,131 thousand
(2013: € 3,591 thousand). The EBT/gross profit figure
was in the double digits again. It reached 11.1 % after
10.3 % in 2013, reflecting IVU’s improving performance.
The high level of standardisation across IVU allows for
quicker project times than is usual for the industry,
thus permitting higher margins. In addition, sales successes in regions with strong margins have resulted in
margins widening.
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Earnings, finances, and assets

Very good financial strength
At 56 % the equity ratio in 2014 moved up slightly in
comparison to the figure from the previous year (2013:
55 %). It remains considerably above the market average. The company’s net assets are stable and the overall financial strength can be assessed as very good. In
the reporting year, equity increased by € 3.6 million to
€ 36.2 million (2013: € 32.6 million).

High liquidity
In the financial year 2014, IVU reached an operating
cash flow of € 5.3 million (2013: € 5.8 million). Taking
into account the cash flow from investing activities
(€ -1.3 million), cash and cash equivalents increased
by € 4.0 million.
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With € 14.7 million in cash and cash equivalents as at
31 December 2014 (2013: € 10.7 million), IVU’s financial position can be regarded as very good. During
the reporting year, IVU was always able to meet its
financial obligations. Credit facilities of € 3.0 million
granted to the company were not utilised. IVU’s credit
quality is assessed by its clients in a correspondingly
positive fashion.

Good order situation
The IVU order book remains high. As at 28 February
2015, on the basis of signed agreements, the figure
was approximately € 43.1 million for the current year.
Firmly committed orders have a volume of € 2.9 million.
A considerable part of the 2015 targets are thus
covered by the order situation.

Forecast

Outlook
Public transport remains a growing market. IVU once
again further reinforced its reputation in this market
during 2014 and is a sought-after contact partner
internationally. For 2015, we anticipate new orders
from the target markets of Europe, South America
and Asia. We also want to open up new opportunities
in North America and will ramp up our sales activities
accordingly. New presences in Montreal, Chicago and
Tel Aviv support these endeavours.

The logistics sector recorded an equally impressive result. Customer ties are strong and have led
repeatedly to follow-up orders.
Once again, we anticipate continued positive business
development accompanied by solid growth for 2015.
We expect consolidated revenues of some € 50 million
and a gross profit of approximately € 39 million. Based
on a continued strong market environment, we anticipate further growth across all key figures for 2016.

In the field of rail transport, the market opportunities
for IVU remain extremely promising. With the integrated rail solution IVU.rail, the company was able to
acquire new customers during the reporting year and
secure an extremely strong position in the market.
As the sole standard product for the entire rail sector
(local, intercity, regional, and freight transport), the
outlook for 2015 is also favourable.
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Risk and opportunity report
Risk management

Risks

To secure the long-term success of the company, our
aim is to identify, analyse, and manage risk at an early
stage. Risk management includes all provisions for
identifying and dealing with risks. The Executive Board
assumes overall responsibility for internal controlling
and risk management systems with regard to the
accounting processes at the company. This includes all
factors that can significantly influence the accounting
and overall assessment of the financial statement,
including the management report.

Export business
The opportunities presented by internationalisation
have to be balanced against the costs of accessing new
markets, which always represent an upfront investment in uncertain successes. In addition, IVU is subject
to the general political and economic conditions of the
countries in which it operates. This naturally brings
with it risks that range from project delays to non-payment. Our assessment of the probability of occurrence
and the extent of possible damages remains medium.
To limit these types of risks, we try to minimise the
costs of accessing new markets by adopting a strategic
focus on more promising countries in target markets.
To avoid the risk of non-payment, we protect ourselves
with a number of instruments for securing payment,
such as letters of credit or advance payments.

Risk management is based on the monthly reporting
system, which contains important key performance
indicators and compares planned figures with the
actual figures. These also include the budgets from the
respective projects. The subsidiaries are included in
the reporting system. Management uses the deviation
analyses as an instrument for corporate control.
Target and reported figures are discussed regularly
with those responsible for revenue, cost, and deadline
development to ensure that the Executive Board is
provided with timely information about critical developments and that corrective measures can be initiated if
required.
To ensure that available liquidity and credit lines are
adequate, liquidity is planned on a rolling basis and
developments in cash and cash equivalents are monitored on a daily basis.
Risk management is a permanent item on the agenda
at every meeting of the Supervisory Board, during
which it is discussed in detail. The relevance of the
risks is assessed based on the extent of possible damages. Overall, we are proceeding on the assumption of
a moderate risk of damage.
The company has identified and assessed the following
significant risks with regard to their estimated probability of occurring and the extent of possible damages:
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Defaults
Defaults are a potential risk in all large and, in particular, international projects as experience shows that
political and economic conditions can change quickly.
In particular, changes in decision makers can have an
impact on payment deadlines. The probability of occurrence is rated as high (previous year: medium) and
the extent of damage remains medium. Measures to
counter these risks include delivery-oriented payment
plans and efficient project management. In addition,
the payment practices of our customers can generally
be considered good as the majority of them are from
the public sector.
Project business
The project business at IVU is based entirely on service
contracts. This naturally brings with it the risk that
the workload involved turns out to be more than was
planned. Any resulting delivery delays may lead to
claims being made for compensation. The probability
of occurrence remains unchanged at medium with the
extent of damage tending towards low. Measures to
reduce these risks are efficient project management as
well as adherence to deadlines and quality standards.

Supplementary report
Quality deficits
Deficiencies in the software supplied can delay acceptance and, consequently, the payment of invoices,
which can in turn result in a liquidity shortage. The
probability of occurrence remains low and the extent of
damage is rated as medium. One measure to counter
this risk is consistent quality management in accordance with ISO 9001. In addition, the steadily increasing
degree of standardisation of IVU systems reduces the
risk of quality deficits because only customer-specific
adaptations rather than special developments are
required and all products can be subjected to intensive
testing.
Currency risks
Since IVU conducts a part of its business outside the
eurozone, exchange rate fluctuations may have an
impact on results. Foreign currency risks apply to
receivables, liabilities, cash in hand, and cash equivalents that do not correspond to the functional currency
used by the company. The probability of occurrence
and the extent of potential damage remain unchanged
at high and low respectively. As a hedge for cash flows
in foreign currency, IVU concludes currency forward
transactions as required. Here, the anticipated inflows
and outflows are estimated on the basis of contracts
concluded and payment agreements made. Currently,
no accounting units have been established for showing hedging relationships. On the balance sheet date,
there were open currency forward transactions of
€ 1.2 million at nominal value. Provisions for onerous
contracts amounting to € 13 thousand were established for the open positions.
Shortage of skilled personnel
A specialised software company such as IVU derives
its competitive strength from the ability of its highly
qualified personnel to carry out demanding projects
and meet special customer requirements. There are
risks associated with the potential loss of expertise.
Our assessment of the probability of occurrence
remains unchanged at low with the extent of damage
at medium (previous year: low). Measures to reduce
these risks include a long-term human resources
policy to ensure low rates of staff turnover along with a
corporate culture based on openness and trust, which
promotes a high degree of staff loyalty.

Opportunities
The marketing strategy adopted by IVU aims to further
expand the company’s strong position in the domestic
market and to systematically exploit the opportunities
presented by internationalisation. As one of the few
system manufacturers worldwide, IVU offers IT solutions for all processes at a transport company – from
planning to operations and through to settlement.
Our systems have grown very close together and our
system portfolio for public transport, IVU.suite, puts us
among the market leaders for integrated solutions.
In particular, our business on the domestic market
and in small and medium-sized projects is extremely
stable and therefore easily predictable. Conversely, it
is difficult to plan the placement of orders and the progress of major projects conducted in mega-cities outside of Germany and with national railway operators.
In these situations, a single decision can have a major
impact on IVU’s result, with the potential for significant
upward adjustments.
Overall, the opportunities for IVU are assessed as
very good. We are profiting from the sustained trend
towards urbanisation, which is forcing cities to invest
increasingly in the expansion and modernisation of
their infrastructures. As a result of successfully implemented projects, IVU has become a sought-after project partner. We will capitalise on our strong reputation
and will further expand our market position through
targeted marketing activities in our chosen markets.

Supplementary report
Since 31 December 2014, there have been no events of
particular significance that have affected the situation
regarding earnings, finances, and assets.
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IVU shares

IVU share price in comparison with the TecDax index
4.00 €
3.80 €
3.60 €

IVU AG

3.40 €
3.20 €
3.00 €
2.80 €
2.60 €

TecDAX

2.40 €
2.20 €
2.00 €
1.80 €
1.60 €

Jan
2014
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March

April

May

June

July

Aug

Shareholder structure
As at 31 December 2014

6 % Institutional investors
25 % Founders

17,719,160
Shares

69 % Free float
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Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan
2015

Feb

Shares held by Board members
as at 31 December 2014
Shares
Executive Board
Martin Müller-Elschner

177,200

Dr Helmut Bergstein

30,000

Frank Kochanski

30,000

TOTAL, EXECUTIVE BOARD

237,200

Supervisory Board
Prof Herbert Sonntag

866,000

TOTAL, SUPERVISORY BOARD

866,000

TOTAL, BOARD MEMBERS

1,103,200

Reportability
In the financial year 2014, Martin Müller-Elschner,
CEO, acquired 37,200 IVU shares. He now holds
177,200 IVU shares.
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Annual financial statements

Consolidated income statement in line with IFRS
for the 2014 financial year
2014
2013
€ thousand € thousand
REVENUES
Other operating income
Cost of materials
GROSS PROFIT
Personnel expenses
Depreciation and amortisation on non-current assets
Other operating expenses
OPERATING RESULT (EBIT)
Financial income
Financial expenses
PRE-TAX PROFIT (EBT)
Income taxes
CONSOLIDATED NET PROFIT

Earnings per share (basis and diluted)
Average shares outstanding
(in thousand shares)

24

47,236

46,250

1,074

675

-11,230

-12,165

37,080

34,760

-23,887

-22,765

-951

-989

-7,895

-7,150

4,347

3,856

17

27

-233

-292

4,131

3,591

234

236

4,365

3,827

€

€

0.25

0.22

17,719

17,719

Consolidated statement of cash flows in line with IFRS
for the 2014 financial year
2014
2013
€ thousand € thousand
1. OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Group earnings before tax of the period
Depreciation and amortisation of non-current assets

4,131

3,591

951

989

Change in provisions

-198

-76

Net interest income

216

265

Other non-cash expenses/income

60

-55

5,160

4,714

Change of items of working capital and borrowings
Inventories
Receivables and other assets
Liabilities (without provisions)
Interest paid

	In the table to the left, in 2014 and
2013 outflows for investments
in non-current assets deviate
from the additions to non-current
assets shown in the schedule for
non-current assets. The difference results from the acquisition
of assets within the framework
of finance leasing agreements.
This is why only repayments of
the relevant liabilities are shown
as outflows for investments in
non-current assets. Please refer
to Annex 5; Point C.1.

1

-743

-502

1,157

-2,860

1,063

5,087

6,637

6,439

-233

-292

Income taxes paid

-1,147

-356

Cash flow from operating activities

5,257

5,791

-1,275

-386

17

27

-1,258

-359

0

0

3,999

5,432

+ = cash inflow
– = cash outflow

2. INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Outflows for investments in non-current assets1
Interest received
Cash flow from investing activities
3. FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Cash flow from financing activities
4. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Change in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period
Cash and cash equivalents at end of period

10,668

5,236

14,667

10,668
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Consolidated statement of financial position in line with IFRS
as at 31 December 2014
Assets

31 December 2014

31 December 2013

47,300

42,473

1. Cash and cash equivalents

14,667

10,668

2. Current trade receivables

15,098

17,867

3. Current receivables from contract manufacturing

9,587

7,135

4. Inventories

3,296

2,553

5. Other current assets

4,652

4,250

16,797

16,522

1,489

1,477

12,289

11,593

10

1,252

3,009

2,200

64,097

58,995

€ thousand

A. CURRENT ASSETS

B. NON-CURRENT ASSETS
1. Property, plant, and equipment
2. Intangible assets
3. Non-current trade receivables
3. Deferred taxes
ASSETS
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€ thousand

Liabilities
A. CURRENT LIABILITIES

31 December 2014

31 December 2013

22,561

22,238

€ thousand

€ thousand

1. Current trade payables

5,111

2,588

2. Liabilities from contract manufacturing

9,417

10,625

3. Provisions

832

1,101

4. Provisions for taxes

373

1,259

6,828

6,665

5,351

4,116

5,016

3,755

335

361

36,185

32,641

17,719

17,719

3,696

3,696

5. Other current liabilities
B. NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
1. Provisions for pensions
2. Other
C. EQUITY
1. Share capital
2. Capital reserves
3. Retained earnings

-1,272

-450

4. Unappropriated surplus

15,995

11,630

47

46

64,097

58,995

5. Foreign exchange reconciling item
LIABILITIES
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Consolidated statement of changes in equity in line with IFRS
for the financial years 2013 and 2014

As at 1 January 2013

Share
capital
€ thousand

Capital
reserves
€ thousand

Retained
earnings
€ thousand

Foreign exchange
reconciling item
€ thousand

Cumulative
loss
€ thousand

€ thousand

Total

17,719

46,456

-608

100

-34,957

28,710

Consolidated net income 2013

0

0

0

0

3,827

3,827

Other comprehensive income, net of

0

0

158

-54

0

104

Elimination

0

-42,760

0

0

42,760

0

0

-42,760

158

-54

46,587

3,931

AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2013

17,719

3,696

-450

46

11,630

32,641

As at 1 January 2014

17,719

3,696

-450

46

11,630

32,641

0

0

0

0

4,365

4,365

Consolidated recognised results after

Consolidated net income 2014
Other comprehensive income, net of

0

0

-822

1

0

-821

Consolidated recognised results after

0

0

-822

1

4,365

3,544

17,719

3,696

-1,272

47

15,995

36,185

AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2014
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Consolidated companies1
Share
%
IVU Traffic Technologies Italia s.r.l.,
Rome, Italy (‘IVU Italia’)

100

U Traffic Technologies UK Ltd.,
Birmingham, Great Britain (‘IVU UK’)

100

IVU Traffic Technologies Benelux B.V.,
Veenendaal, Netherlands (‘IVU Benelux’)

100

IVU Chile LTDA.,
Santiago de Chile, Chile (‘IVU Chile’)

100

IVU Traffic Technologies Israel Ltd.,
Tel Aviv, Israel (‘IVU Israel’)

100

	IVU – Gesellschaft für Informatik, Verkehrs- und
Umweltplanung mit beschränkter Haftung (‘IVU
GmbH’) on the basis of the merger agreement
dated June 3, 2014 transferred its assets as a
whole on the basis of dissolution without liquidation. This took place in the context of the merger
with IVU Traffic Technologies AG.

1

Notes to the 2014 consolidated financial
statements

Responsibility statement

There has been a deliberate effort to keep this annual
report easy to read and compact. It contains all material information on the position and outlook of the
Group. As in the previous year, there is no print-out of
the Group Notes. They can be found on our web page
at www.ivu.com. On request, we are happy to send you
a copy of the complete consolidated financial statements.

We represent that, to the best of our knowledge and in
accordance with applicable accounting principles, the
consolidated financial statements present a true and
fair view of the Group’s net assets, financial situation
and results of operation, and that the Group management report describes fairly, in all material respects,
the Group’s business trend and performance, the
Group’s position and the significant risks and opportunities of the Group’s expected future development.

Audit opinion

The Executive Board in March 2015

The complete financial statements and management
report of IVU Traffic Technologies AG for the 2014
financial year were audited by Ernst & Young GmbH
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, Berlin, which issued
an unqualified audit opinion.
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Report of the Supervisory Board

Dear Shareholders,
During the 2014 reporting period, the Supervisory
Board continuously monitored the work of the Executive Board in accordance with the law and company
statutes and offered advice accordingly. The Supervisory Board obtained detailed information about the
company’s commercial and financial development,
important business events, and about the strategy
and planning of the company. The Executive Board
informed the Supervisory Board regularly and in a
timely fashion. The Supervisory Board was made
aware in good time of all matters of importance
regarding decisions to be taken. The members of the
Supervisory Board were also in regular contact with
the Executive Board between meetings.

Changes in the Executive Board and
Supervisory Board
The Annual General Meeting of IVU Traffic Technologies
AG held on 3 June 2014 elected a new Supervisory
Board. Klaus-Gerd Kleversaat, former Chairman
of the Supervisory Board, resigned from the committee at the end of the Annual General Meeting.
Uli Mayer-Johanssen was elected as a new member.
Prof Herbert Sonntag and André Neiss will remain on
the Supervisory Board for another period of office.
At its inaugural meeting, the Supervisory Board
appointed Prof Herbert Sonntag as the new Chairman
and André Neiss as his deputy. The Supervisory Board
and the company would like to thank Mr Kleversaat
for his many years of service to IVU.
CFO Frank Kochanski notified the Supervisory Board
of his resignation for personal reasons from the
Executive Board as of 31 December 2014. The Super
visory Board and the company would like to thank
Mr Kochanski for the good working relationship.
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Meetings
Five scheduled meetings were held in 2014:
on 20 March, 30 May, 3 June, 27 August, and
28 November 2014.
The Supervisory Board did not establish any committees, and all transactions requiring approval were
jointly decided on.

Main focus of deliberations
The deliberations focussed on the economic situation
of the company, its prospects, and its future orientation
in the international competitive environment.
Key points during the meetings included:
-- Scrutiny and approval of planning for the financial
year 2014
-- Approval of the consolidated financial statements of
IVU and of the separate financial statement of IVU AG
-- Liquidity planning
-- Discussion of the quarterly results
-- Personnel development
-- Risk management
-- Major projects and their economic consequences for
the company
-- Preparations for the Annual General Meeting
-- The internationalisation strategy
-- Changes in personnel on the Executive Board

Corporate governance
Responsible corporate management and sustainable value creation are of great importance to IVU
Traffic Technologies AG. The Supervisory Board and
Executive Board therefore also discussed the recommendations and proposals of the German Corporate
Governance Code in the 2014 reporting year and submitted the declaration of compliance in accordance
with Section 161 AktG.

Annual and consolidated financial
statements
At our meeting on 25 March 2015, we considered in detail
the financial statements of IVU Traffic Technologies AG,
the consolidated financial statements of 31 December
2014 as well as the respective management reports.
The auditors, Ernst & Young GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, were available during the meeting
to answer questions. After detailed examination and
discussion, we approved both the consolidated financial statements and the separate financial statement
of the AG.

The Group management report is concordant with
the consolidated financial statements, provides an
altogether accurate picture of the Group’s position,
and accurately presents the opportunities and risks
associated with future development.”
The full text of the auditors’ report is available on the
IVU website (www.ivu.com).

Berlin, March 2015

For the Supervisory Board
Prof Herbert Sonntag
Chairman of the Supervisory Board

The auditor issued an unqualified audit opinion. An
extract reads as follows:
“Our audit did not give rise to any reservations.
According to our assessment based on the results
of our audit, the consolidated financial statements
are in accordance with the EU-adopted IFRS and the
additional applicable commercial requirements in
accordance with Section 315a Para. 1 of the German
Commercial Code (HGB), and, in accordance with these
requirements, they provide a true and accurate picture
of the Group’s position regarding assets, finances,
and profits.

André Neiss

Uli Mayer-Johanssen

Prof Herbert Sonntag
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Supervisory Board
Executive Board
Advisory Board
Supervisory Board
Klaus-Gerd Kleversaat, Berlin
(Chairman until 3 June 2014)
-- Member of the Management Board of quirin bank AG,
until 30 May 2014
-- Member of the Supervisory Board of quirin bank AG,
since 13 June 2014
-- Member of the Management Board of Tradegate
Wertpapierhandelsbank AG
-- Member of the Supervisory Board of Stream Films AG
Prof Herbert Sonntag, Berlin
(Chairman since 3 June 2014)
-- Professor for Transport Logistics and Head of the
Transport Logistics Research Group at the Technical
University of Applied Sciences, Wildau
-- Chairman of the Executive Board of Logistiknetz
Berlin Brandenburg e. V.
-- Member of the Management Board of Allianz pro
Schiene e. V.
André Neiss, Hanover
-- Management Board Chair of üstra Hannoversche
Verkehrsbetriebe AG
-- Managing Director of Versorgungs- und Verkehrsgesellschaft Hannover mbH
-- Advisory Board member of Hannover Region Grundstücksgesellschaft mbH HRG & Co. Passerelle KG
-- Chairman of Haftpflichtgemeinschaft Deutscher
Nahverkehrs- und Versorgungsunternehmen (HDN)
-- Member of the Supervisory Board of Einkaufs- und
Wirtschaftsgesellschaft für Verkehrsunternehmen
beka GmbH
Uli Mayer-Johanssen, Berlin
(since 3 June 2014)
-- Non-Executive Chairwoman of MetaDesign AG
-- External economics expert on the Supervisory Board
of University Hospital Düsseldorf
-- Member of the University Board at the University of
Design, Schwäbisch Gmünd
-- Member of the Advisory Council of Travel Industry Club
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In the financial year 2014, Supervisory Board
remuneration amounted to € 45.0 thousand
(2013: € 37.5 thousand).

Executive Board
Martin Müller-Elschner (CEO)
Dr Helmut Bergstein
Frank Kochanski (until 31 December 2014)
			
In the financial year 2014, the members of the
Executive Board received remuneration amounting to
€ 1,634 thousand (2013: € 952 thousand), including
one-off effects. The remuneration of the Executive
Board comprises a fixed and a variable portion. In
the reporting period the variable portion amounted to
approximately 35 % (2013: 33 %) of the total emoluments.

Advisory Board
Prof Manfred Boltze, Darmstadt
-- Head of the Section Transport Planning and Traffic
Engineering at the Technical University Darmstadt
-- Scientific Advisor of ZIV – Zentrum für integrierte
Verkehrssysteme GmbH
-- Chairman Scientific Committee of the WCTRS –
World Conference on Transport Research Society
Prof Adolf Müller-Hellmann, Cologne
-- Managing Director VDV Industrieforum e. V.
-- Honorary Professor at the ISEA – Institute for Power
Electronics and Electrical Drives, RWTH Aachen
University
Volker Sparmann, Hofheim am Taunus
-- Mobility officer of the Ministry of Economics, Energy,
Transport and Regional Development, State of Hessen
-- Chairman of the Management Board of House of
Logistics and Mobility (HOLM) e. V.

Financial calendar 2015
Wednesday, 25 March 2015
Publication of the 2014 annual report
Friday, 29 May 2015
Three-months report as at 31 March
Wednesday, 3 June 2015
Annual General Meeting
Wednesday, 26 August 2015
Six-months report as at 30 June
Wednesday, 18 November 2015
Nine-months report as at 30 September
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